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1. INTRODUCTION

The convergence of workstation technology and local area networks has heralded a change in
the nature of systems manage{Eent. Previously, systems managefs were concemed with the
maintenance and management of predominantly centralised systems. These systems often had
littie or no dependency on external system structures. However, the ubiquitous nature of
modern personal computers and the widespread acceptance of networking technology has seen
systems managers become increasingly concemed with managing systems that are distributed
across a number of workstations.

This move toward distributed systems management combined with the increase in the number
of machines to be managed has resulted in the need for teams of managers to work closely
together to support systems and applications distributed across an organisation. A central
aspect of distributed systems management is systems configuration and the associated
reconfiguration of the system in response to change. It is already recognised that configuration
management of this lbrm requires the cooperation and coordination of a number of systems
managers with responsibility resulting from a process of negotiation [1]. However, we would
argue that the whole process of distributed systems management is a cooperative one consisting
of a variety of independent activities, some of which are open to systems support.

Research into the area of Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) has examined
different forms of communication and cooperation. One of the main themes of this work has
been the development ol tools which actively suppoft various tbrms of cooperation among user
groups. This paper examines the nature of distributed systems management, highlighting the
various forms of cooperation involved, and suggests techniques and tools to support this
cooperation.

The paper is structured a.s lbllows. Section 2 introduces cooperative systems and highligha the
various forms of CSCW system which have emerged to date. Section 3 examines the
cooperative nature of distributed systems management by highlighting the various cooperative
activities of systems managers which are open to computer support. The role of a shared
system model within distributed systems management is examined in section 4 and a
conliguration language which allows the structure of distributed systems to t'e modelled is
introduced. Finally, section 5 identifies the various tools which we are developing to support
cooperation in distributed systems management and the architecture used to integrate them.

2. COOPERATIVE SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

It is our conjecture that the activities surrounding distributed systems management are
cooperativc in nature and are open to systems support. The support of groups of users
working together on cooperative endeavours has been a growing area of research over the last
decade and has seen the emergence of CSCW together with various cooperative (or groupwarc)
systems.
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The term CSCW was coined by Greif and Cashman in 1984 [2] as a shorthand way of
referring to he interests of a number of researchers involved in the use of computers to support
user groups. The area has evolved over the last eight years to combine the understanding of the
nature of group working with the enabling technologies of computer networking, systems
suppglt lqq applications. Interested readers are referred to [3,4] for more details of groupware
and CSCW systems-

Four general classes of cooperative system have emerged from CSCW research activities:

(1) MESSAGE SYSTEMS
Message systems are descendants ofearly electronic mail programs which allowed a user using
a central machine to send textual messages to other us€rs on the same machine. As wide area
networks designed to support computer communication became more widespread [5],
electronic mail systems increased in complexity and functionality.

This development resulted in the formation of a Message Handling System (MHS) model
described in the CCITT.X.4O0 series of standards documents [6]. Each message system makes
use of a particular message format to transfer information (a message format is often defined as
a part of most message standards). Structured message systems are based on the principle of
exteqding the amount of machine processible semantic information available- by adding
structure to the existing message tbrmats. Systems of this class include the COSMOS pl and
AMIGO [8] projects and the Object t"ens [9], Strudel [10] and ISM [11] sysr€ms.

( 2 ) COM P UTER CON F ERENCING
Computer conl'erencing systems are also a development of the original electronic mail
programs. However, structure is imposed in terms of how messages are grouped. A typical
computer conferencing system consists of a number of groups called conferences, each of
which has a set of members and a sequence of messages. Conferences are often arranged so
that they individually address a singleiopic. A user subscribes to those conferences which are
of interest. Usually, the system stores information about how far each conference member has
read. This information is normally held along with conference messages in one central database
rather than the individual mailbox approach used in messaging systems. Examples of this class
of systems lnclude Notepad [12] and COM tl31.

The development of reliable high speed communications has lead to the emergerrce of new real-
time conferencing systems such as RTCAL [14] which allow conference members to
communicate in real-time. Multimedia or Desktop conferencing systems such as Rapport [15]
and the MERMAID Conferencing system [16] represent the introduction of multimedia
technology into cont-erencing systems. Such systems integrate many forms of media including
audio, text and video.

(3) CO-AUTHORING AND ARGUMENTATION SYSTEMS
Co-Authoring and argumentation systems form a general class of system which aim !o support
and represent the negotiation and argumentation involved in group working. The cooperative
authoring of documents is demonstrative of thiS class of cooperation where the final generation
of a document represents the product of a process of negotiation between authors. This class of
system is characterised by its widespread use of hypertext te€hnology. Argumentation systems
include gIBIS [7] and SIBYL t181, while coAuthoring systems include Quilt [9] and
CoAuthor [20].

(4) MEETING ROOMS
Meeting room systems provide computer support for face to face meetings. A typical aulomat€d
face to face meeting room consists of a conference room furnished with a large screen,
projector and a network of computers. Examples of meetings rooms include the Colab [21]
and the Planning Laboratory at the University of Aizona [22].



The cooperative systems highlighted above support various forms of cooperation. These forms
are to be found in the activities of distributed systems management. This paper examines the
nature of distributed-systems management highlighting the cooperation involvbd and indicating
appropriate forms of systems support where applicable.

3. DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

Distributed systems management researchers, ry. in many new areas of research, are currently
debating both techniques and terminology. This problem is compounded in the case o?
distributed systems management by the varied history of researchers within the community and
the complex nature of key concepts such as management itself. To limit confusion aird to
em-phasise our focus o,n the cooperative process supporting systems management we adopt the
following working definition fordistributed systems management:

"Distributed systems management is the cooperative process by which a group
adninisters and controls the facilities and services providcd by a distibuted system" 

'

A definition of this forrir-bee,s the question, who exactly manages a system, particularly given
the emphasis on the role of the group in the management process. It is our befef that dystems
management is a poten'jally open management process where each user of a computing system
acts as a system manager over some set of computing resources. obviously, some users will
have a wider range of management tasks to perform and will be responsible for a greater set of
resources.

3.1 A Testbed Managed System

The ambiguity involved in distributed systems management reflects many of the characteristics
of cooperative systems, and previous research [2] has demonstrated the importance of the
examination and investigation of current working practice within system development. Given
this_ impetus our work has been based on the intbrmal examination of current working practice
in the management of our local campus network.

Our campus set-up consists of a number of distinct Unix systems connected to a backbone
campus Ethernet (see Figure 1). It is a reasonable conjecture that future distributed systems
consisting of geographically dispersed LANs joined by high-bandwidth WANS till be
comparable with our current campus network. Each of the individual LANs has a substantial
system configuration. For example, the Computing Department has approximately 40
worktations connected via two local Ethemets.

Ethernet

Figure 1: The Testbed Campus Network

Each of the-departmental domains within the campus has an "official" systems manager
responsible for managing that portion of the system. In the case of the Computer Centre,;all



computing system management is the responsibility of a team of managers. For historical
reasons management of the.Engineering_domain has been the responsibility of the Computing
Department. How-ever, Engineering is often considered as a separate entity and cannot readily
be viewed as a sub-domain of Computing.

Initial investigation of our local system has suggested that one of the most significant problems
for our systems managers is the maintenance of system configurations. Currently very few
tools exist for_recording and maintaining system.configurations and most information ii kept
informally by individual system managers. In addition, a diverse range of systems activities are
evident in distributed systems management, and many of these activities are cooperative in
nature.

3.2 Supporting Management Activities

A set of activities, often independent of each other, constitutes the process of systems
management. To discover some of the activities involved within systems management we have
worked alongside systems administrators and other users of the system. This informal study
has highlighted that even the simplest of management tasks can sometimes involve the need fol
cooperation amongst the participants involved. For example, consider the situation where users
wish to share some configuration information, as is often the cas€ in shared applications. A
common solution is that one user grants access to a personal hle containing the configuration
inforlnation to a number of colleagues. Unfortunately, it is equally common for the briginal
user to forget this some months later and delete the file, causing confusion amongst the other
users who share the configuration information.

Systems management involves a wide range of cooperative activities which occur throughout
the managed process in an oflen dynamic and unstructured way. However, the support
required for cooperative managcment activities can be considered under the following five
broad categories:

(] ) SUPPORT FOR CONFTGURATION
Configuration control is a well recognised problem in distributed systems management
[23,24). At first sight it would appear that this problem is compounded in the situation where
management is perlbrmed as a group activity. However, by adopting an approach where
support is provided for the recording and maintenance of configuration information, many of
the problems associated with configuration control can be manuaily resolved by a group.

This approach of semi-automation where only those parts of an activity most amenable to
computer support are automated is characteristic of many of the approaches adopted by CSCW
systems [25]. Tools are required to support the recording and maintenance of configuration
rather than enforca rigid contiguration control policies. These tools should include a
configuration browser (see section 5) which will allow configuration and dependency
information to be recorded and examined. Cooperative browsers of this form can provide
editing facilities akin to those found in co-authoring systems. Other tools may include a simple
consistency checker which will examine recorded information to highlight irregularities.
However, we envisage the correction of these irregularilies will often be undertaken manually
by a management team.

(2) SUPP0RT FoR QUERIES AND REP9RTING
A substantial part of a systems manager's time is taken up with responding to queries and
messages conceming problems with the system [26]. Traditionally, the majority of queries
were dealt with by a single systems manager who understood and controlled a single system.
However, the current reality is that most systems are too complex, particularly when
considered in conjunction with the applications they support, to be understood by a single
administrator. given that administrators often rely on the knowledge of particular application
experts. Unfonunately, little of this acquired knowledge is recorded, and systems managers or
users often need to leam new expertise from others whenjob roles change or individuals move
location. Multiuser,hypertext systems such as Answer Garden [27] allow knowledge of this
form to be recorded and shared by a group of users.



4. MANAGEMENT VIA A SHARED SYSTEM MODEL
The distinct aim of our work is to provide support for the wide variety of cooperative activities
involved in distributed systems management. The provision of tools to achieve this aim is
greatly aided by the overall focus of the cooperative tasks involved. In general, manaqers of
distributed systems cooperate about and via a shared artifact, "rhe syster;", which proiides a
tbcus for much of their work. This general style of work allows 

-us 
clearly to sebarate the

attributes of the system being.managed (ths system model) and the activities of management
(the management process), as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Separating Management from the System Model

While the lbcus of our work is on the support of the management process through the
development of cooperative tools, the system model has a crucial role to play. A modefof the
system provides a central point of integration for many of the tools being developed in the
project. This allows configuration information to be readily recorded and acCessed by a number
of system managers. In addition, the shared system model provides the focus for the
cooperation involved in distributed systems management. The approached we have adopted is
to augment the concepts of cooperative authoring systems by providing additional spelialist
tools to support specific aspecrs of cooperation amongst a number of ma"nagers.
4.1 Different Views and Perspectives

The general system architecture centres on a number of systems managers simultaneously
accessing a shared system model (see Figure 3). However, it should be stressed that while
these systems managers share this information they may have different perspectives on it. For
example, considering a simple user directory, the user to whom the directory belongs would be
interested in the details of the files and directories it contains (e.g, name, size, access rights
etc.). In_ contrast, a system administrator in charge of enforcing a strict policy of space usage
would be interested only in_ who _owns .the directory and how much space the directory
consumes. We characterise these alternative perspectives as different managers'views on thb
same shared entity within the system model.

Each system manager exploits different views of the system's objects and configurations.
Views are characterised by the system entities a manager can see and the attributes of these
entities that they may access. These different views are controlled by individual manager views

. on the shared model and are displayed to systems managers graphically (see Figure 4). Each
manager can customise this view and will see the system differently depending on which role
his view is currentlv adootine.

Management Process

System Model
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Figure 3; General Framework for Systems Management

The separation of these different perspectives allows us to control access to the shared system
model. In addition, the deconstruction of certain features of the system allows the model to
concentrate on the configuration of the systems and the inlerdependencies found within it.
Thuq,,rather than embed much of the semantics of the management process, our systems model
contains only information on the structure of the systems and the interdependencies within it.
Additional management information, such as expertise and policy, are held within appropriate
tools. This decision is reflected \iithin the modelling language used in the project.

4.2 The Modelling Language

The contiguration and structure of the distributed system being modelled is described in a
language called SySL [3i, 24] derived from module interconnection languages such as MIL75
[32] and INTERCOL t331. SySL allows the configuration of hardware and software systems
to be described at varying levels of abstraction.

Systems are described in SySL in terms of abstract entities, which yields many of the benefis
of structuring provided by a host of object oriented approaches. Each SySL entity has an
associated definition which defines the structure of the entity. For example, a SySL structure to
describe a machine and a structure for a network would be of the form:

Operating System
end structure

These attributes can have values associated with them which describe details specific to each
structure. In addition, SySL has been augmented to include a range of relations which can be
exploited to describe interdependencies within the system. The addition of these relation
constructs was found to be essential for modelling complex disfibuted systems. For example,
consider the campus arrangement described earlier, this requires the definition of a relationship
to describe connections to this network structure. The relationship mechanism added to SySL
defines a relationship name and thc domain and range of the relationship. The general fonn of
the relationshio construct is:

System Model



relation <<NAME>> is
domain <<CLASSLIST>>
range << CLASS LIST >>

end relation

A connect_to relationship can be defined as

relation CONNECT_TO is
domain NETWORK, MACHINE
range NETWORK

end relation

This relationship can be used to describe the connectivity of machines and networks within the
system. For. example,_the network in Figure 1 would have insrantiated sysl- objects to
describe each of the sub-networks connectad to the backbone. These would b6 inrtuniiat"d in
SySL by the following sratement :

class NETWORK is
Ibackbone, computing,physics, cenrc, gcography, environmenul science, engineering]

The SySL object describing the backbone Erhernet would be of the form

component bdctbone : NETWORK is
Name =>"Lancasrcr Campus Backbonc"
ToPologY => "Ethemct Bus"
Speed => "l0Mbi6/scc"

Medium => "Co-axial"

end com ponent

Each of the networks instantiated would have a corresponding component definition.
Connections between the networks would be shown as SySL relation-s as foilows:

physlcs CONNECT_TO backbone
computing CONNECT,TO Tacl<boire
geography CONNECT*TO bcc,tDors
environmental_scierce CONNECT_TO bt.rr:t/znc
engineering CONNECT_TO 6ac,tbore
cenlre CONIIECT_TO backbo ne

Models.of this form are presented ro nranagers graphically via a browsing tool (see Figure 4).
Depending on the particular roie they are playing ar any one time, managdrs can contro'i which
relationships and SySL objects they can view. System entities and relitions are presented to
them graphically, and users can choose which entiries and relations are of relevince to their
particular activity. Only those entities are displayed ro users.

The browser_ represents one of a. set of cooperative tools which are being developed to support
the cooperative aspects of disu-ibuted systems management within the project. The otheri6ols
idertified to date and the general architecture ro support these toois are described in the
following section.

5. ARCHITECTURE

A lange of differenr rools may be provided ro support the different forms of cooperation
highlighted in section 4. To date, three tools providing different aspects of cooperation suppon
have been identified and are currently being developed. Each of these tools ind the fonir of
suppon provided is briefly examined below.



Figure 4: The Initial System Browser

In the previous section we highlighted how the mechanisms used to access and alter a shared
system model provide a focus for the different styles of cooperation supported. Consequently a
shared syslem browser plays a central role in our management toolset. It is envisaged that this
hlowser will be the primary mcans of user interaction and thus of cooperative systems
management. A central featuie of our approach is the use of "views" upon th; systems model.
Thcse act both as a filter to alleviate the problems of information overload from the number of
system components [34] and as a mechanism to support systems management.

Management roles are supported within the browser by the use of views which designate
which SySL objects can be seen and altered when a user is undertaking a particular ro1e. Thcse
views are held within the cooperative browser. and managers can move between vicws
depending on which role they ari playing at a particular time. For example, a manager playrng
the role of smalltalk_manager wotld see only those objects associated with managing
Smalltalk. However, details of role information inciuding responsibility and access are stored
separately within a responsibility and access register.

Two principal modes of cooperation are supported by the browser, namely message oriented
cooperation and shared screen cooperation. Shared screen cooperation allow systems views to
be shared across workstations. This synchronous sharing allows time critical management to
be undertaken by cooperation between managers. In addition, a message based approach to
cooperation is exploited to support routine management activities such as error reporting. In
message based cooperation the concept of annotation is adopted as an interaction metaphor.
Thus users attach comments and queries to system structure which are then passed onto the
message system; this routes them to the appropriate user responsible for that component.

The browser also provides the primary means of access to the remaining tools within our
toolset, namely the structured message system and the policy rationale system.



In addition to providing routing.facilities for the annotations within the shared browser, the
message sy.stem llso provides a direct mesvge sysrem. users can fill in forrns to report errors
which are then. aLrromaricaily distribu ted ro rhe approprirre users. In order to do so, th'e message
system maintains a regr.ster of user expenise and interest. These can be stored as simple tuplEs
in a manner akin to the Information Lens [25].

A significant problem in distributed systems^ management is_ thar the rationale and policy
decisions supporting system components are ofren losi. The policy rationale tool will be,based
upon an exisring gene^ral design rationale tool developed ar Lancaster [291. The policy tool is a
speclallsed verston of this tool tailored to express the rationale sunounding policy 

-decisions

which are anached to different SySL components.

The logical architecture of the current toolset is show below.

Figure 5:  S-vstem Toolset Archi tecture

The cooperative toolset described in thrs paper is currently under development. To date an
initial version.of the cooperative brou,ser has been developed. The aut'hors are currently
augmenting this browser by developing a version of the structured message system and the
design rationale tool which integrates with rhe systenr browser.

6 ,  CONCLUSION

This paper has examined the role of cooperation within distributed systems management and
has argued. that distributed.systems management is essentially a coop6rative activit!. we have
described how the dynamic management process may be ionsideied to be separate from a
system model in order to hightighr rhe different formi of cooperative support which can be
provided. A range of cooperative tools supporting differenr aspecrs of-distributed system
management has been identified and briefly described. These cooperative tools are built around
a system model which allows the con[igurarion ro be clearly described. cooperation is
sup-poned both through the shared browsing of rhis model and by communicatiori regarding
different componerts.of the model. The toolset is currently under development, a-nd it ii
planned to test the final system on our local area network.
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